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Collaborations
in migration
societies:
a minds-on
assignment
Thinking gallery education as collaboration with
publics rather than or in addition to developing
programs for the general public or specific target
groups is a thought that structures the practice of
many critical gallery educators. How can gallery
education make cultural institutions usable for
collaborative, anti-racist learning processes in
migration societies? How can such collaborations
be established? Based on a text by Rubia Salgado,
this chapter proposes questions to discuss interests,
benefits, decision making, power structures and
representation at the start of a collaborative project.

Collaborations in migration societies:
a minds-on assignment

art field and explains the criteria maiz developed
for such collaborative practice.
So, I want to briefly expose its arguments since
they might be as useful as a “minds-on assignment” for educators interested in gallery education
as a collaborative, anti-racist practice in migration
society2 as they were for me.
Salgado critiques the multicultural approach and
the concept of participation in a growing number
of artistic projects concerned with the issue of
migration. Many of those projects, she states, reaffirm a racist discourse by focusing on a culturally
defined “other” which is offered to be “known”
through the artistic work, thereby reducing
migrants to objects. A main point in her critique
is concerned with the repartition of roles and responsibilities in projects defined as participatory:
the artists’ role is to develop concepts and organise
the project, and “the inclusion of migrants is one
point in their to-do-lists”3.

Concerned with the aim of this workbook to connect theory and readings in the field of art and
especially gallery education with strategies for
pedagogical practice, I have spent quite some time
thinking about texts which have influenced my
practice and reflexion in gallery education. The
one that I have probably recalled most times in
the past year is a text by Rubia Salgado, entitled
“Collaboration: when migrants set the conditions1”. Rubia Salgado is responsible for the area
of cultural work at maiz, the autonomous center
for and by migrant women in Linz, Austria. In the
text which was published in a volume on building
alliances between art and anti-racism, she analyses
the center’s experiences in co-operations with the

In opposition to the “borrowing of the keyword
participation from politically correct vocabulary”4
due to reasons of legitimation, collaborative
projects between migrant and “majority” actors
for Salgado are defined by an endeavour for symmetry in the relationship and egalitarian forms of
working together. For maiz, collaborating with the
art field is a strategy. These collaborations are possibilities to research on social and political fields
as well as to expose counter-hegemonial positions
related to them publicly. A special value of working
with art for Salgado lies in a participatory work
between reality and fiction: more than just producing descriptions and denunciations of realities, for
the participating migrants it can offer a space to
invent perspectives and “changed” realities.
In a time when migrants are more and more
defined as a “target group” of educational work at
cultural institutions, the necessity to do “intercultural” projects is brought forward as a requirement
for funding, and many educators think about the
exclusion mechanisms of art institutions and strive
to work against them, the critique Salgado exposes
concerning artists’ projects also seems highly
relevant for education practice in museums and
cultural institutions.
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Thinking gallery education as collaboration with
publics rather than or in addition to developing
programs for the general public or specific target
groups is a thought that structures the practice of
many critical gallery educators. Microsillons for
instance, an artists/educators collective based in
Geneva, works with small groups on long term
collaborative projects, stating that this way of
working can “open a space to think about new ways
for citizens to interact with institutions and society
in general”5. For the educator and researcher Javier
Rodrigo working collaboratively with “already
established groups or collectives”6, taking cultural
institutions and their structures as a “working
material” is a way to develop new possibilities
for action in “intermediate zones”, to establish
new structures for collective cultural production.
How can gallery education make cultural institutions usable for collaborative, anti-racist learning
processes in migration societies? How can such
collaborations be established?

tion, the definitions of each participant’s role, on
positions in society and power relations as constitutive for the working process in the project
accessible to audiences.
Now, what could it mean to part from these criteria
in gallery education projects? How to initiate a dialogical, reflective process striving towards symmetry in collaboration within or at the frontiers
of cultural institutions? The next page proposes
questions for an initial meeting for a collaboration
project. They might be helpful to discuss interests, benefits, decision making, power structures
and representation transparently at the start of a
collaborative project and to design a structure for
ongoing process reflection.

In my thinking about those questions and reflection on practice the criteria that maiz has set for
working with the art field have been challenging
and helpful. For collaborations to be able to realize
the perspectives that maiz connects with strategic work in cultural production, Salgado states, a
series of conditions must be fulfilled:
– Maiz does not cooperate with people who approach them with complete project concepts, that
is where the form and extent of participation of
migrants is already defined. Instead, collaboration partners must be interested in a dialogical
process outside of a “victimising” logic and critical of eurocentrism. A necessity for projects to
be successful is a certain agreement concerning
the motivation and the goals of the project - on
the political perspectives of cultural work.
– Additionally, as Salgado explains, it is necessary that projects strive for egalitarian forms of
collaboration, but knowing about their impossibilities, as the relations in cooperations between
“majority” actors and migrants are necessarily
marked by inequalities. For a joint search for
strategies, agreements and structures to fight
racism and sexism, reflection on the conflict
lines which structure the collaborative practice
(along the lines minoritary/majoritary, eurocentric knowledge/periphery knowledge, art field/
political field, etc.) must be an essential part of
the project and should be realized throughout all
project phases.
– Maiz further intends not to restrict these negotiations and questions to an internal process, but
to make the reflections on forms of collaboraConcept & Editing by Yoeri Meessen and Thea Unteregger
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Questions

Who brings which kind of knowledge into the
project?

Invite the group you want to collaborate with to
do a project together. If an interest in joint work is
shared, organize a meeting. Discuss your project
ideas and the group’s expectations along the questions proposed below. It might be helpful for the
discussion if you write down your ideas as a starting
point to be questioned, debated and re-written in
the discussion. Not all questions can be solved at the
first meeting – plan a structure for thinking about
them in the working process.

Who benefits from the collaboration
in which ways?

Who will take decisions concerning activities,
process and resources (budget)?

Which power relations frame the joint work?

Who documents the work? Whose view will
structure the project’s representation?

Which motivations do the partners/participants
have to do such a project? What are the interests
implied (your own, the institutions’, the funder’s,
the participants’,…)

How can a structure be built which fosters
reflexion on the above mentioned questions
during the whole duration of the project ?
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If you think this chapter was way to short
for those complex issues, this might be
interesting for you:

Collaborations in migration societies:
a minds-on assignment
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